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Advisory Board

Strong Freshmen May Oust

Selects Ad Smith
As Chairman

Veterans on Maroon Five
Merrick and Reynolds
Bolster S. C.

Quintet
By "BET-A-MILMON' BOETTNEH
Seattle college is heading for a

I

President's
Message
At the beginning of the new
school year Iextend my personal
welcome to all the students of
Seattle college. With the other
faculty members I wish each of
you a successful year of scholastic
and social activities.
For the upperclassmen I wish
continued success in their every
undertaking, confident that they
will uphold their traditions of
enthusiastic loyalty t o Seattle

Meetings of Group
Will Be Open To
All Interested
The first meeting of the newly
established advisory board was
held on September 30, at which
time Addison Smith, sophomore
representative, was elected chairman. At thia meeting plans for
the judicial board examinations
were formulated, Edwin McCullough discussed plans for the
mixer and John Tobin gave a brief
financial report.

OCTOBER 6, 1937

President to Name
Chairm'n of Events
For Coming Year

Judicial Exams
AnnouncedFor
October 15

To complete the form of student government provided for in
the ASSC constitution, appointments to the judicial board will Early Appointments
be made next week by members
Give Committees
of the advisory board. The appointments will follow an exam- To Prepare Programs
ination of applicants.
Three major appointments of
Ad Smith, chairman of the ad- chairmen for events of the comvisory board, announced yetser- ing year will be announced at the
day that students desiring one of next student body mcc! ing to be
Friday, October 13, accordthe judicial positions should come held
ing to the student body president,
to room 36, Friday, October 15, Edwin McCullough. Chairmen
at 10:00 a.m. At that time the will be appointed for the fall inapplicants will give written an- formal dance, for College Night,
swer to questions that determine and for the second annual Seattle
College Homecoming. This untheir fitness for the position. precedented early appointment is
These questions will cover such for the purpose of giving the commatters as a member of the board mittees sufficient time to prepare
should likely be called upon to for the various activities in their

Time

Vacation Time Finds
Seattle College Students
Working and Playing
With a good ol' summer time
behind us It seems only fitting and proper to cast a backward glance on the activities of
alums and prominent students
during that season of sunshine.
Bob Smith, outgoing student
body president, worked at Long
Acres along with John Tobin and
Bob Masenga. Bob will enter the
university law school this fall.
Phil Hargreaves spent his "vacation" longshoring in Alaska,
just

Enrollment For Fall

Quarter Nears 700

Freshmen Form
Class With
240 Students

Frank Hayes Becomes
Editor-in-Chief For
Spectator This Year Largest

The Specator staff for t h c
school year of 1937-1938, consists
of veteran officers plus the
strengthening blood of several
Five years ago Seattle college
new freshmen. Frank Hays, who listed but fifty students on the
has been on the Spectator staff
and Johnny Power has just re- for two years, became the editor- enrollment records. This year the
records show that number multiturned from five months in Si- in-chief. Raphael Daigle was ap- plied a dozen times, for yesterday
beria.
pointed managing editor, while the Rev. James B. McGoldrick, S.
Jim Casey and Harry Sloan Jeanne Testu was chosen news J., dean, announced that final figBill Kelly as assist- ures will show an estimated 700
spent the summer in Yellowstone. editor with
ant. Ed Donohoe, locally famous receiving credits from Seattle
Jim is now secretary to Father for his sports comments, heads
college.
Prange, and Harry will enter med- that office on the Spectator. RobIn the freshman class alone
ical school at Creighton with Har- ert Simmons is feature editor and there are 240 students, this being
is assisted by Lucille Regimbal.
old Daubenspeck.
the largest class in school.
Copy editor is Louis Haven. The
This great increase in enrollA note of regret to all this ac- Alumni representative is in the
tivity comes with the news that person of Archie Richardsn. Busi- ment necessitated many changes.
The faculty has been augmented
Bob Hentschell spent most of his ness manager, Joe Phillips; ad- considerably
with several laymen
vertising
manager, Addison now teaching classes
summer in a sanatarium where
at the colhe was being treated for collapse Smith, and circulation manager, lege.
|
of the lung.
William Brown, fill their respecTo give the unusual number
And now those whose shining tive offices. Mr. A. Bischoff, S. of students an opportuniyt to parJ.,
faculty
the
adviser.
we
is
faces
still see in the halls:
ticipate in some extra-curricular
News reporters are Aileen Mur- pursuit,
Ed McCullough, student body
an activity period has
president, has just finished phy, Anne McKinnon, Frank E. been set aside, from 10:00 to
Nicholie,
FranHayes,
Jeannette
workin' on the railroad.
11:00 each day, at which time
Sullivan, Mary Buchanan, Elvarious groups and organizations
Frank Hayes, editor of the ces
McHugh, Michael Siemion,
Spectator, worked in a camera len
can meet.
Brandmeir, Donald West,
shop, and Betty Colburn ror a Robert
Another innovation is the runFrank Herkinrath and Donald
photographer.
ning of regular classes during
Steele.
Bunny Casey joined the Holy
period from 12:15 to 1:10.
Feature writers are Thomas
Names Sisters and is now in
To provide a meeting place for
Scanlon, William Thoreson, Betty
Ithe women students, a room on
Marylhurst Convent in Oswego,
Pape,
Jack Collier
Curren, Max
Oregon.
the third floor h«s been set aside
and Dorothy Tierney.
for them.
Joe Phillips travelled to DeMarion Costello, Joe Budnick,
Besides those who live in
troit, Jean Collman to California
Charles Weil, Joe Merrick and
as did Bill Thoreson and Joe Rus- Don Boettner make up the sports Seattle the college has this year
attracted many out of town stusell. Ad Smith worked on con- scribes.
struction crew at Mount Rainier.
dents. Among those are Josephine
Hart, who comes from San Francisco and attended the University
of California, wbere she was a
Beta Sigma Omicron pledge be-

nsational basketball season! It's
let a case of plenty raw and polhed material on hand, a returng letterwinner in every position
id an incoming Freshman to
■ess the vets no end.
Last year three valuable quinetmen were lost by graduation.
rank Taylor, an elusive guard
and second high scorer of last seaon's five, will be eorely missed. college.
he others, Bob Tobin and Herb
To the freshmen, many in numonyne, saw forward duty Bob a
and impressive in their enber
egular, Herb a reserve in the
charge.
solve, Mr. Smith stated.
thusiasm, this year should mean
lot-an'-cold Maroon line-up.
The Fall Informal dance, first
Five Lettermen Back
"The judicial board is a unique of the annual three informal?,
the beginning of an important
Disregarding the severe blow phase of their training for life.
feature of student government," will be scheduled for sometime in
ealt by graduation, fans of the That you are welcome to partiSmith declared. "As far as we November, and it is the desire of
ollege quintet need expect nothcipate in the activities at Seattle
know, no other college makes use Mr. McCullough that it be the
ng but a worthy representative
greatest dance ever given by Seof it, it thus being more or less attle college.
hen the team takes to the maple college goes without saying. May
n early December. Looming larg- this be the first of four successof an experiment. Because of this,
College Night, which takes
st on the horizon are the five re- ful years!
we are particularly anxious to see place at the end of the fall quarurning le-ttermen. These include
the most capable persons in school ter during the Christmas season,
Ishould like at this time to
ashing Fred Conyne, Don Sheethe board: If you feel qualified, is the first opportunity for the
on
classes
lan, Jasper Downs (o;i the up- urge the members of all
remember to take the examina- whole families of college studants
rade), Harps! Masenga, and Joe to strive to cooperate generously
to get together for a social gathtion."
ADDISON SMITH
'hillipe. Downs improved with in all college activities. The.facWording of the constitution on ering. It is generally at that
Duties of the advisory board
very game last season and I- out ulty members will gladly encour- are clearly defined in the consti- selection
gives
of judges is as follows: time that the drama club
to play forty-minute ball in the
of the Judicial board its first performance of the year.
you in every way tution which is represented elseand
assist
"Members
age
enter slot. Sheehan and Rosie
The huge success of the first
where in this issue of the Spec- shall be selected by the advisory
'Masenga move into the vacated possible; but it is your united
Homecoming
celebration last year
students
reminded
are
accroding to the following
tator. All
orward berths as returning letter- effort that will make this a truly to make themselves familiar with board
should inspire the students to seek
process:
greater things for. this year,
men. Sheehan's height will be outsanding year at Seattle col- that section of the constitution.
"Two weeks following the com- even
leavily banked upon as many tipaccording
to the student body
meeting.
A.
S.
S.
C.
At the last
lege.
mencement of the fall quarter jresident. Therefore, it is thought
ff plays propel around a tall forappeal
Chairman
made
an
Smith
Corkery,
S.
J.
Francis E.
a notice shall be plased on the
ard who can snag that onion.
at- College bulletin board stating that that if the chairman ana commitPresident. to all A. S. S. C. students to and
tee can begin their plans at an
meetings
berths
Joe
Phillips
guard
At the
tend the board's
written examinations for positions early date this success will be
join in the discussions. "Anyone
and Fred Conyne fill the bill withgiven
of the judicial board will be
"Appointments for all
assured.
having any suggestions or comout much difficulty. Conyne is esOf
Several
one week later at a specified time chairmanships will be made on the
regarding
any
the
make
adept
potting
agate
plaints
to
to
pecially
place.
and
basis of loyalty, personal ability,
from way out; Phillips specializstudent activity, social or other"The subject matter of such and ability to select a suitable
ing in two-fisted defense work.
wise, are urged to come before
be such as to committee," said Mr. McCullough.
Increase In Library
the board and make i£ known," examination shall
U imly and Stumpy
determine the applicant's knowioxfi en.tertng ft<jat,tte £«&"«?.
As a new feature of student
Smith said.
Seattle's two « al liolic high
where she is a second-half freshmeetings
advisory
All
boara
Archie Richardson was elected man.
schools are the main contributors
uruwmg wiju
t<
laww The act'ual examination shall ranged, a speaker will address
days
two
be
held'
in
room
36
(will
president of the Seattle College
of titk nl ; SewUle Ptvp taking the school, the library of the college,
Supervised by a member ot each gathering. For the first
Louis Roberts, Fred Mueller,
preceding each student associa- be
load of donors with four: ODea
Alumni association at a meeting Ray Mueller, Frank Benoit, Robby
advisory
appointed
has
the
board
expanded
presiuntil
it
now
meeting
Harry
Abel,
either
tion meeting, at which time busiSunday,
sending two. From ODea come has
body
of that
held last
ert Lindekugel, James McNeice,
capacity, both in ness and appointments to be the chairman of the advisory dent of the Seattle Junior Safety
stumps Westmoreland and Mike twice its former
October 3, at Seattle Prep. Mr. Kathleen
purpose.
board
Richardson,
McNeice, Burnedette
for
that
Patrol,
or
Archie
the
A.
S.
S.
C.
brought
up
at
Begley. Seattle Prep gives Bob books and accomodations.
Richardson has been an active Kranz, Dorothy Toupin, and Lilcandidate, or candidates if newly elected president of the
Watch
"The
meeting
will
be
discussed.
Merrick,
organization
Frank
durReynolds, Joe
Among the books added are a
Night school at Seattle college member of the
lian Van Borg all hail from Yakthe bulletin board for the date more than one position is to be alumni association, will be the
Boxer, and Bill Bates. Of these,
ing the past few years.
of French classics from Mrs. Iof these meetings.
highest rat- speaker. It is hoped that both was inaugurated for the fall quarima, giving that city the largest
set
the
filled,
receiving
Westmoreland, Merrick, and ReyArchie started at Seattle Col- representation of any this year.
philadvisory board ing shall be appointed by the ad- these men and other prominent ter last Monday evening at 7:30.
books
on
S.
N.
several
Members
of
the
Kelly,
'cut
the
nolds are bound to
musof visory board to the Judicial figures will be heard during the Classes were held in English com- lege high in 1919 and organized,
Nancy Stuart who was gradtard' and will likely bench some osophy from Dr. Herbert E. Corey, were elected at the conclusion
position and music appreciation, while a college student, the Cathboard."
year.
of
1937
when
quarter
the
uated
from Holy Names academy,
spring
Unpractice
when
starts.
anatomical
and
sciMcGoldrick,
veteran
a number of
with the Rev. J. B.
olic Students' Mission Crusade in Seattle, last June, comes from
C.
officers
were
all
other
A.
S.
S.
ambidextercanny because of his
S. J., and Walter Aklin in charge the Pacific Northwest, back in Steilacoom City. Eula Arley atence books from Dr. Burgess L. selected.
ity, Joe Menick has been found
1925-27. Then he was graduated
of the respective classes.
books
and
various
fine
Gordon,
Smith,
Besides
Addison
the
tended the Little Flower Acaduncheckable at times, and he is a
1927, traveled some 80,000 emy
in
Hurson,
As
the
number
of
classes
to
be
of
James
A.
J.
Ghilione.
board
consists
in Vancouver, B. C.
from
Dr.
and
Mrs.
clever ball handler.
held is as yet indefinite, the en- miles around America, returned to
Betty Williams, John Tobin, Dan
studies
Students
this year are showing
The
dean
of
province
organized
tallies
and
the
Northsharpshoots
his
Stumpy
tire staff of teachers is not Seattle
Corrigan, Bill Thoreson, Joseph
more
toward the sciinclination
by
I
acknowledged
library
Library
the
association.
and hits the mark regularly. A fine also
"Clever these Chinese," mut- sources of Japan are certain to known. However, in the music west Catholic
Phillips, Jean Coleman, Don Larences, necessitating the addition
dyball
of
works,
O'Hara,
man
the
rotund
adding
body
emerging
department,
Reidy,
1933,
Bishop
team
the Rev. Daniel
In
of of new chemistry, physics and
some philosophical
give out soon, while the endurson, Angelo Magnano Mary Pow- tered the student
Falls, invited him to organ- biology
namite bolsters the College's stock a number on art and a folio vol- ers, Betty Colburn, and Ernest from the Knights of Columbus
accurately S.J., music advisor at Seattle col- Great
China
classes.
ance
of
cannot
very high. Windy Reynolds pivmeeting hall after listening to
lege, has announced Walter Aklin ize his men's and boys' work unRembrandt, bound in ma- Tardif.
.ume
of
possible
estimated,
very
be
it
is
many
victorMoore,
auspices
oted the Panthers to
the Rev. Pius
S. J.. for ten
and Miss Alice Austin as instruc- der the
of the National
morocco. Besides this, many
ies because of his backboard play
years a teacher at Gonzaga col- that she is receiving help from tors for this course. Mr. Aklin, Council of Catholic Men. During
added by the library
were
books
lege In the international settle- other sympathetic countries, an music director at Seattle college, the summer of 1934, Archie atand the fact that he outjump.ed itself.
ment, Shanghai, explained the advantage almost certainly lack- will head the music appreciation tended the Scout Executive Trainmost of his opposing centers. Boxer is an agile basketeer who might
wiles of Chinese students in beat- Ing
class with Miss Austin teaching ing school at New York. Returnto Japan.
provide a surprise; while Mike Wednesday Meeting of
ing examinations.
the Soflege and harmony classes. ing to Seattle in 1934, he was apA significant point which is al- Father Reidy stated that the Sof- pointed publicity director for the
Father Moore, Who was in
Begley and Bill Bates cannot be
Discuss
Shanghai during the firßt two most overlooked in popular dis- ledge will be a Tuesday class.
left unnoticed
W. E. R. A., then in turn, State
"Oh the days of the S C.'s
Representation Drama guild officers for the weeks of the present war, gave a cussion is that the war cannot be Tentative courses for the term Birth Registration Director and
mixers— oh the ring of the
coming year will be elected at the vivid description of the fighting taken wholly as tHe will of the are English composition, litera- State Health Education Adviser.
Of much importance to fresh- first meeting of the guild. Pend- which has been going on around people of the two countries. The ture, psychologyi economics, logic, In 1936, he returned to the em- sax's tune oh for more of
population at large is content to
ethics, business administration, ploy of the State Welfare Depart- those hours of gladness like we
men of this year and of each suc- ing completion of negotiations for the largest city of China since
manufacturing trinkceeding year is the Debate meet- the services of the play director, the beginning of the undeclared stay at home
French history, introduction to ment and devoted six months to had on Friday last."
The above ending does not
ing tonight. The question to be no date can be definitely set for Chinese-Japanese war. With ap- ets, novelties, and the chainware sociology, and music. Approxi- child welfare problem cases and
A mately ten must register for a six months to old age pension and quite rhyme, but it give;; a
considered deals with the equal this first meeting. According to propriate gestures, the visitor with which we are so familiar.
urging
good idea of what kind of a
representation of freshmen on the Mr. Adolph Bischoff, S. J., ad- told about the aerial maneuvers military class, however, is
class to assure its adoption. Any- general relief investigation.
time was had at the "get acFriday, October 1, brought the advisory board. This important viser to the Drama guild, those of Chinese and Japanese planes of on thi' war, according to the Jesuit one is eligible to join these classes
asemployed
now
as
Archie is
pening Association meeting of problem is presented by the adop- interested in dramatic work which he has been an observer. visitor. Father Moore left al- who can fill the regular college sistant fingerprint expert and dep- quainted" mixer of last Friday,
October 1. The attendance Was
he year at the Knights of Colum- tion of the constitution at the should watch for the announce- The counter attack by anti-air- most immediately after his talk requirements. Any credits received uty sheriff, King county. Crime
us hall. President Ed McCul- end of the last school year. The ment of the guild's initial meet- craft guns, according to him, is a to the student body to make sim- count the same as the daily col- prevention, through youth pro- marvelous, the spirit was high,
beautiful spectacle to behold at ilar talks in other cities.
ough welcomed the incoming freshmen, who are aware of this ing.
grams, has been Archie's avoca- and the fun was abundant. The
lege classes it was announced.
night when five glowing balls
eshmen in the name of the stu- problem, are postponing any
tion for several years, but he hall was practically ov c r v n
about the size of an indoor ball College
nt body of Seattle college. He action until after class elections Juniors To Sponsor
never dreamed that he would be with new students and from all
appearances they certainly had
dart through the ozone and finally
rged them to come to the mixer and the consequent organization.
employed in law enforcement. His
Party
in
U.
S.
pieces of
First
Skate
burst
and
scatter
small
a good time.
work
boys'
o be held for their benefit in the
Jesuit
Novitiate
continued
interest
in
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whether
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of the Spectator, has Squire program.
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Casual Comments of the

THE SPECTATOR
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Official publication of the Associated Students of Seattle College. Founded. Decem- ',
her. 1932. Published, Wednesday, by-weekly. |
during th« scholastic year.
;

!
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J
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Student Observer

HI YA, FROSH

William Thoresen
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<

:
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;

Flssockfed Collegiate Press

!
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Member Jesuit College Press Association

;[

vealed that The American committee for Spanish
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$30,700. Of this, $an,700 had been spent for "administration and publicity." Under the column
headed, "Contributions Sent to Spain," appeared
no figures, but rather the significant word, NONE.
This group had an unexpended balance of $3,300.
The Xortn American committee received $61,500, s.|M-iii $30,800 for "administration and publicity," and sent $18,800 to .Spain. The unexpended
balance was $15,300.

Of all the groups reporting, The Brooklyn Tablet
a cent on "ad-
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For A That
With this is begun a new oolumn,
or at least an old column under a new name. Thia
is an attempt to follow in the very large footsteps of "The First Round-Up" and to carry
Greetings!

With this issue, this writer makes his bow to
the readers of the Spectator for the fourth consecutive year. In view of that fact, it seems that
it would be no task at all to begin the column,
but the fact of the matter is, the more I think
about it the more difficult is is to know where
to begin.
For three years I have bravely commenced the season with a glowing report on the
shining possibilities of the impending season and
how all theatre goers of Seattle would have the
choicest fare, in drama, on which to thrive. Some
times my forecast was more or less accurate and
then again at other times the gentlemen who
dish up the drama diet would not agree with me.
Be that as it may, one must admit that Seattle
has enjoyed a fairly well balanced, legitimate fare.
Think of the people of San Francisco who do not
have one permanent little theatre, having to wait
for satisfaction until some producer brings a road
show to the city for a week's engagement. Even
those are few and far between.
This year Iam not making any predictions as to
what may be offered in the line of living drama,
but will attempt to give to you a fair and unbiased
criticism of the current offerings of Seattle's six
legitimate theatres.
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The caravan of "movie-star-sponsored" ambulances for the Spanish "loyalists." which passed
<
through Seattle recently, failed to arouse the inapplication.
terest that would have been the case before groups
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through in just such a vein of humor. Your criticisms and contributions are indeed welcome.

"

♥

*

♥ ♥

But first, a badly needed word of warning. A
bit of caution and advice to new students and
freshmen seems in order and so is voiced herein.
On several occasions, where a group of male students were grathered, a person (undoubtedly a
frosh or stranger) was observed to offer a pack
of cigarettes with a cheery, "Have one?" This is

an extremely dangerous practice.
On Sept. 27, 1935, a freshman (name never discovered) did identically the same thing in a group
of about a dozen veteran students. In the rush
that followed, the unfortunate fellow lost three
fingers, received a compound fracture of the forearm and severe concussions, and spent a month recovering from shock. If you must be generous,

offer one "weed" at a time, or lay the pack on the
REPERTORY OHFERS HIT
ground and jump back to safe distance.
In view of the above promise I might just as
Faculty Adviser ',
* « *
*
well get back into the stride and there is no better
Well, enough for current events. Now let's
]
REPORTERS— AiIeen Murphy, Frank E. | ',
way than to begin with the dean of little theatres,
look at some historical facts on the Spanish situaThe newly organized women's association candy
Hayes, Anne McKinnon, Jeannette Nicholic, ; |
years,
namely,
I
the
the Repertory playhouse. Last Thursday
ago
tion. As long
as one hundred
< ' Frances Sullivan, Mary Buchanan, Ellen Mcstand happily reports a flourishing business. Which
evening was a gala night for members of the actChurch's property in Spain was confiscated. In
i i Hugh, Michael Siemion. Robert Brandmeir,
seems not at all strange considering the array of
ing company and patrons of the Playhouse, as it
1860 a Concordat was arrived at validating the
', Donald West, Frank Herkinrath, Donald ] [ claim
marked the opening of its tenth season and the
feminine charm and beauty that is concentrated In
of the Church to that which had been con! Steele.
initial
of
sophisticated,
the
suave and one spot just for the purpose of severing connecperformance
fiscated in 1837. Moreover, the government agreed
stage
"Boy
subtle
New
York
hit
of
last
season,
to
contribute
3
cent
of
value
of
the
stolen
per
the
FEATURES
Thomas Scanlon. William
tions between the poor male and his spare coin.
laugh-filled tale, or HollyMeets
Girl."
In
this
possessions
clergy
charity.
the
and
This
to
was
to
Thoreson,
Betty
Curren,
Pape,
!i
Max
Jack ColHowever, a strange note in the proceedings is the
'
wood's studio life, one must keep his tongue in his
] ', Her, Dorothy Tierney.
', be $27,000,000 annually. In 1931 it was cut to
brisk trade carried on by Danny (death driver)
cheek at the same time he is rolling in the aisles,
$3,000,000 and abolished.
SPORTS Marion Costello, Joseph Budbecause it has been my exeprience that it is best Corrigan, sergeant-at-arms (by popular demand)
J
At the start of the war there were 27,000 to
Between the Old and the New
< > nick. Charles Weil, Joseph Merrick, Don
to discount at least 50 per cent all tales built
and local man about school; Strange, because of
30,000 clergy in Spain... That is to say, one to 900.
By BETTY CURREN'
,', Boettner.
',
America's
glamour
factory,
around
but the mem- the adverse nature of Mr. Corrigan's initial purIn the United States there is one priest to every
(Disillusioned Veteran)
given
bers
of
the
cast
such
rollicking
a
perform- chase.
; ; 850 Catholics; one minister to every 400 Protest»»»♥»♥♥♥♥♥»♥»»»»♥♥♥♥»♥»♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
Welcome to Seattle college! Your foot is on the threshold of a ance one simply has to laugh at their antics.
Danny long and profoundly considered the stock
ants.
,
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and fuller existence Life is about to begin to mean something Notable performances may be chalked up for Noel of his selection, in fact, so long, that it was necesnew
Only Bishops and Pastors were paid hy the
National Advertising Service, Inc
to you! Ahead of you stretch glorious and as yet unexplored vistas Schram, he is always good; Frederick Patterson, sary to prompt him to pay the fee involved. That
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College Publishers Representative
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State.
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Aye.
420 Madison
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education.
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"
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When Icontemplate your eager,
I
Monument. In contrast, the Church of England's
house, who is always enjoyed by this writer.
prize was his at last, he hungrily began to unwrap
just
glistening
<
with
Archbishop of Canterbury receives $250,000 an- shining faces,
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it. Again a chorus of voice interrupted him. The
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die,
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per zeal to do
nually. The highest Spanish salary was
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impossible
Due to limitations of space it is
to tin foil wrapper, could we have it? Mr. Corrigan
year, the majority receiving $200 or less. None suddenly feel very old and cynBy 808 BRANDMEm
gave up. "Listen, girls," he asked wearily, "can
report fully on all attractions currently playing
*♥♥♥»♥♥»♥♥♥♥♥»♥♥»♥♥♥♥♥♥»♥♥♥♥*»»♥♥»'
as much as a civil clerk or school teacher.
ical. Ah, could Ibut recapture
I
eat the bar?"
From reading newspapers, mag- at the Studio and Penthouse theatres. Suffice it
The Jesuit endowment was said (unproved) to some of that naive, earnest qual*
Importance"
that
Shaw's
"A
say
Woman of No
»
azines, etc., one gets a definite to
be $30,000,000. This was used to maintain thirty ity which you possess!
is the drawing card at the Studio theatre, while
colleges and seventy other educational instituhigher
idea
of
what
institution
a
For instance, while on the third
"First Lady," which h.ad an engagement with a
All of which brings us 'round to one of our
tions. In contrast we have in this country, Yale, floor the other day, I was aston- (of learning should be like. Either
New
York
cast
at
the
last
Metropolitan
season,
own little personal problems. As you came to
Court troubles so prominent in the news lately with an endowment of 1120,000,000, and Columished to see someone kneeling on It's a place where one studies and will open tomorrow night for an extended run at school in the morning you have probably noticed
fojrn «a .rather gloomy atjnosphere, for t)\e initial
\^a, around yjn.tMio.inni.
the, floor frying to
those subjects with (the the Penthouse theatre.
lo£k JhjoaghJ
ttiose holes dug in the ground just outside the
establishing of our own supreme court, the JuThe Church u.i- not in charge of education in the keyhole of room 33. Asm big names, or where one has Jots
(If you haven't; you're probably going
entrance.
regular
plays
reviews
of
may
supplement
dicial boarcL We
ask ourselves if we are soon Spain. The government actually refused to rec- drew closer, Idiscovered that ho
As a
to the
parties,
wrong
school anyway, so we won't bother
going
dances,
of fun
to
to be harassed by demands for increased memberthis writer will inaugurate, beginning next issue, a to the
ognize Catholic universities and prevented exten- was talking to himself and moannyah!)
Well, frankly, we're worried
you
baseball
with
football,
basketball,
and
wordIhip, more liberal interpretations, and compulsory
department
which will consist of short
new
sion; of her educational systems. Perhaps of the ing. Rather pertrubed at his peYes,
we know it's silly to worry
about those holes.
maybe a little study- portraits of some of the well known and some not
retirement at some such advanced age as 19.
45 ]>er cent literate, the Church educated 42 per culiar behavior, I was backing games with
thing as a hole in the
negative
about
such
a
inadvertently
quietly
Hardly! But as far as the students of the Colaway when I
Ing and homework to break the so well known members of Seattle's theatre circent. Where the Church was strongest, notably
ground, but that's what complicates things. It
Instantly this person monotony.
sneezed.
productions,
on
New
York
lege are concerned, the judicial board will occupy
cles;
sidelights
current
in the Basque provinces, the amount of illiteracy
would be bad enough if there were only one hole,
as important a position in student government as was 1 1 1 a-,,-; where the Church wasi weakest illit- sprang to his feet and ran
No matter what the new stu- and some more or less Intelligent recollections on
wards me. He grasped my
but
there's two, darn it. Not that we're afraid
does the supreme court in national politics. In eracy was highest.
other
tourists
any
Hollywood,
city
may
dents' ideas of this or
the
where
see stars
implored of rrje. college were, they found that Se- galore (in
with
fervor
and
someone might fall in them, on the contrary; that
point of fact, relatively speaking, the judicial board
the sky).
"I say, have you seen anything of attle college had some of everywould give some point to the whole situation.
will have more power.
EASY TERMS
a Latin class?" And then, catcfc- i thing.
But since the main obThat's what worries us. The whole thing seemd
The guiding document of the Association gives
About two months ago, the Standard Statistics ing sight of the apprehensive look ject in going to school is to learn,
to lack any meaning. Are the holes to be dug
to this board of "Three Young Men" the power to
Company, Inc., after a national analysis of the sit- on my face, he let go my hand and Seattle college specializes in
farther, or are they to be filled up? Or perhaps
enforce the constitution and by-laws as it sees
uation, declared that "business throughout the said shyly, "You see, I'm na> studies. After the new students
they're going to dig the whole thing into one large
fit. There is no definite, prescribed procedure.
here, a-a-freshman, to be exact.
United States is being conducted on a generally and, and, well I well ." He had become acquainted with the Mendel club meets in biology lab
Oct. 6 ho'.e? And what are they going to put in them?
As the constitution states, "The board may instischool, they admitted, much to Gavel club
sound basis, with neither the ratio of credit sales paused.
meets in library reading room..Oct. 6 We hopefully suggested to Father Nichols, supergate proceedings by itself or on the complaint of
the distaste of some of them, that
the
installment
credit
sales,
cash
nor
total
of
to
Oct. 8 intendent of buildings and grounds, that perhaps
meeting, room 1
Freshman
class
as
others. Its decisions shall be considered as final
It is such incidents
this that they were mistaken in their first
now outstanding, at unsound levels." The warn- keep life from getting commonOct. 12 they are to be lily ponds or something similar. A
and binding on the association."
the school. They really Junior class skating party, Playland
idea
of
ing sounded in the same statement on the increas- place and make us recall the
Advisory
meeting,
board
room
36
Oct. 11 slow smile was all we got for our interest. Maybe
interesting
and
active
found it an
Elsewhere in this edition are given details of the ing practice
of making installment sales of non- words of the poet "Life is real, school in which one gets the edu- Student association meeting, K. C. hall
Oct. 12 you think we're too curious about such a matter.
examination to select members for this tribunal.
durable merchandise seems to almost contradict life is earnest, and the grave in cation that he came to obtain.
examination,
Well, maybe so, maybe so.
Judicial
board
room
36
Oct. 15
Anyone desiring such a position should study over
just quoted.
not its goal." So once again I
One which is small enough so
the constitution and by-laws and try out for one of the statement
say, and with increasing emphathe appointments. But merely a knowledge of that
However that may be, the National Credit Men, sis, "Welcome to Seattle college!" that the new student may be ab): : AH,THERE,S f^OT ONLY THAT,JUOGE.
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sorbed in the many extra curricu;*:ii
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policy,
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ship. Therefore, in order to save
a member of the judicial board is at once one of
future students of Seattle college
the most important and most precarious positions put it bluntly in the statement: "The n>ext depresBy
sion will sftart on Main Street, not Wall Street."
from making the same mistake,
in our student government. Membership on this
experts didn't need to tell us
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Wash. (Special.)

Take Your Pick
By CHUCK WEIL

Spokane,

entertains the Hoyas of Georgetown. This game will be a close
one
as both teams were ruined by
SeAs we were saying, just three months ago, what the
graduation. The Crusaders lost
attle Indians need is a new president not a new manager—
their whole line, while Georgetown has n» capable veteran bucks.
and it took exactly three months to prove that statement;
the old seer. If I In this situation of a backfield
which is one more good reason why youshould save old Spec- and learn from
Holy Cross.
.you in the poorhouse versus a line we pick
don't
have
tators if only to cover Ma's jelly shelves.
Holy
the
Spectadays
I'll
eat
score:
Crossi 7,
in ten
The
But since this isn't a Homemakers' column we'll carry on tor (if he's well done). They Georgetown O.
didn't tab me Long Shot Weil for
Still on the Atlantic Coast we
with sport-.. Upperclassmen will never forget that mem- nothing.
find
Manhattan tackling the
splendorous
orable morn in May, when nature was at its
National interest centers next doughty Spartans from Michigan
best, and the Spectator, hardly dry from the Anchor bat- Saturday in the old Quaker State State. The Spartans revealed a
tery, was rushed to the out-stretched hands of bewildered where Duquesne renew their red world of power in defeating the
civil war. Last year the hard University of Michigan last week
students and studentesses to read the Bill Klepper expose. hot
bitten Dukes gave the dope
to be too much for
policy
of the bucket a lusty kick to hand the and appear coming
Since that day of May we have changed the
Jaspers.
the up and
Panthers their only defeat of the
Sports Section considerably.
Michigan State 20,
The
score:
1936 season. And it is possible Manhattan 7.
Here are a few resolutions now in effect
that they -might repeat.
West, we eagerly rusli
1. To let more men write on the Sports Staff, thus giving But all the odds point to a re- ot Moving
the
field of mighty
practice
Jock
Suthof
the
situation.
verse
better and more diversified opinions. No longer will this erland's
the
pride and joy of
Dame,
Notre
keyed
up
to a
men are
sheet be confined to one or two personal interpretations of fighting pitch for the game. Last our Catholic college teams. There
warming up for
year they were over-confidpnt. we see the Irish
the Sport news.
their
tussle
with
Illinois! next
straining
at the
Now they are
2. Not to knock the downtown papers whom we on the leash theirs for a bloody revenge. Saturday. And we might,-. vencitadel materially depend upon. But should questions arise Have no doubts, my friends, the ture to say that they will conup during the
Panthers will be at their very tinue to warm
over a controversy we will by all means take sides.
tussle with Illinois next Saturday.
Saturday.
best
next
very strong
3. Not to pan other schools, though their actions and methAnd the Panther's very best As usual they are a
outfit
and
should
win
in
a hreeze.
ways
rather,
suggest
dastardly
;
but
to
ods may be outwardly
is excellent indeed. Most sport
The score: Notre Dame 13,
as
the
writers
rate
them
number
improved.
in which conditions can be
team of the nation. Returning UUnois 0.
4. To broadcast the College to our outside and inside read- one
On the Pacific Coast the big
with a season of experience to
ers to make the students sports minded and to plead the their credit is practically the game among the. Catholic schools
whole crew of Rose Bowl wreck- is the yearly struggle between
cause of fair play.
Clara and
ers. And just ask Washington the Broncos of Santa
After
the
of
San
Francisco.
Dons
the
by
are!
Led
they
how good
noble
effort
the
Frisco
years
of
incomparable Marshal Goldberg,
boys still seem unable to cope
Every column must make a few mistakes once in a while, their attack seems unstoppable. with the power of their Southern
too
Duquesne
But don't sell
good
this column makes many— in fact it's a big mistake why we short.
True, their potent center rivals. They have made two
year but both against
were allowed to even write this "banter".
Mike Basrak is gone, but they starts this
second-class outfits. The Broncos,
Anyway we are going to delve in the prognostication de- still have a rugged, determined however, seem destined to pick
squad that is game till the final
partment and our mistakes will loom their ugly heads later whistle. And Brumbaugh, their up where they left off in the
(too soon, in fact). In the diamond classic of America, the triple-threat back, is one of the Sugar Bowl last year and sweep
on to an undefeated season.
in the country.
World Series, we are looking for theNew York Giants to win best passers
The score: Santa Clara 19, S.
14,
Duquesne
score:
Pitt
0.
the odd game and bhe bunting. It's hard to let an all-star The
F.
V. O.
attracting
Another contest

Our Policy

Smart! Smart! They
Smart!
have to be head-up ball players
if they want a berth on the Gonzaga outfit. Pecarovich calls football an education and he doesn't
miss even a little bit with his
method of coaching. Those gridders learn to think, sharply and
instinctively co that smart playing
on the field is a natural reaction.
this
He drums this at them
and shape.
Concentration, that's the factor
that Pecarovich is counting on if
his outfit is going to come out of
their top-heavy schedule unmangled. Prospects look good with the
return of ten lettermen, but the
schedule is the heaviest in the
school's history. Some of their
toughest opponents are yet to
come, among whom are Santa
Clara, Idaho, San Francisco, and
Montana.

Cautiously stealing out of our
yearly hiding place under the
desk, Iventure once more to- snipe
at a. few grid scores. Come one,
Gather round my
Come all!
friends (for this week at least)

—

—

.. .

—

—

—

—

So Here We Go

team "like the Yankees down in such a bold stroke, but that's
the life of a foresee-er, if our gueks is correct, you won't hear
the end of it yet should the high flying Yanks cop— just
forget it.
Melton and Hubbell are the Giants we are pinning our
hopes on in this nickel setries. Schummacher is also a sturdy
flinger and will be counted upon heavily for mound work.
Cliff and King Carl are wrong-armers while Shuey dishes
'em up the right way.
It's a well known fact that the 'left-handed pitchers of the
American League held quite a nemises over the Yanks'bellowing bats during the season just completed. Also, that when
a galaxy of stars are molded into one team, strife and jealousy
may creep in. It seems that every player on the Junior Loop
champs' nine have at least one press agent DiMaggio has
three to see that his name is weill splurged. Also if the underdog goes into such a contest as the pending natural with
nothing in their minds save that they recognize the fact it is
a championship team they're playing, but even the best of
champs can be caught off guard at the opportune moment
and destruction follows in the wake.

—

—

To The Timer

Sport Shorts
Of All Sorts

—

Gaels Woefully Weak
In Center of Line

—

LEFTY GOMEZ

NEW YORK, Ot. s—(Special)5 (Special)
Vernon 'the Goof Gomez will
take the hill this afternoon (■■'.■
S. T.) and attempt to hush the
mighty willows of the New York
Giants in the first game of the
World Svrics. Though his teammate Charley Ruffing won twenty-one duels in the regular season, the 'Goofy One' pitched in
thirty-four games copping twenty
and dropping eleven.
Gomez dlshesi 'em up from the
portside, combining curves with
blinding speed. Of course it
won't be Gomez alone that will

The Galloping Gaels always
seem to have a great defense coupled with a long distance kioker
and this year seems to be no exception. The center of the line,
however, is rather weak, but if
Slip Madigan can eradicate this
defect the Gaels can be counted
among the best in the land.

Catholic Colleges
Powerful on Coast
—
—

Portland, Ore., Oct. 5. (Special.) Major western football independents found little cause for

Santa Clara Past
Stanford Hurdle;
Pavelko Is Star

—

SAXTA CLARA

Santa. Clara's rumbling Bronco
gridmen showed good prospects in
their season opener by repeating
their 1930 triumph over the Stanford Indians to the tune of 13-7.
If the Broncos can keep up their
early season pace under the leadership of Chuck Pavelko their
sophomore quarter-back they will
be due to make Sugar Bowl
History again this year

Loyola of Los Angeles
Slates Touch Schedule

—

the cloud that was cast over them
when they lost fullback Noceoiene
Alby graduation last spring.
though the Lions have a strong
line, possessed with a fighting
spirit that is hard to match, they
will find it difficult to push, the
pigskin over that elusive goal line
unless some back-field talent is
unearthed from among the second
string ball packers. The Loyolans
will find their toughest going
against St. Marys, the University
of San Francisco, Arizona and
Santa Clara's Broncos.

win the American' Classic. The unCecil Kennedy has
controllable guns of the Yanks
will probably spell defeat for the pound brother who is a sophomore
Hugemen from the Polo Grounds. at Gonzaga University this year

. ..

...

It's Fred's obDiMaggio, Gehrig, and Dickey named Fred
swing a potent warclub for the jective to oust All American
George Karamatic from the fullYankees.

The score: Boston College 20,
Temple 6.
Nearby the scene of that fraaas, Boston Collegers nieigihblor

and dearest enemy, Holy Cross,

Sports Page

Offers New
Budnick Opus
By Joe ISiiilnirl.
Blocking is the first law of football, for without blocking a team
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Dug-out Dirt

...

While in Cle Elum last Saturday we encountered an
old friend of the College, Bob Tobin. But it's Coach Tobin
now having recently been appointed head coach of Marquette's athletic affairs
Bob's grid eleven got off to a
fine start the day before by winning their initial contest in
the Yakima Valley Class B circuit
this winter Silent Robert expects to show his many friends in Seattle just what
kind of a hoop five he's got when Coach Joe Budnick and his
Prep Panthers hook up in a home and home series with the

—

. ..

...

Yakima

quintet

.

shoulder blocks. There is also the
pivot, high-low, cross, and the
unit blocks.
I will give an example of a
shoulder block. This block is almost always used in opening a
hole in the line. When the ball
is snapped the offensive player
immediately charge at his opponent with short choppy strides,
keeps low with his eyes on opponents thighs and maintains a wide
base with feet well under the
body, getting his shoulder and the
side of his head to the opponent's
thighs with some force and drive.

Chesterfield

. they'llgiveyou MORE PLEASURE

."

Copriicht i»>7. Ucarrr

*Mvim Tomcco Co.

Outstanding were Santa Clara*
IS-to-7 triumph over Stanford
and Gonzaga's scoreless tie with
Washington State. The GonzagaWashington State game gave the
Bulldogs a record of three wins
and a tie with the Cougars in the
last four years.
Saddest

of

the independents

were idle. The former
Portland
opened Stepember 19 with a 7-0
win over St. Mary's of Texas.

back post in the Bulldog line-up
being
Cece
boomed around
Ralph
All-Coast tackle
Schlosser is second string
the
the Bulldog eleven
student
the squad
made
Howie Picht of the
the Frosh
Santa
Clara with the best wishes of the
Detroit Tigers and gave up footbug
ball
But the
bit him
he
One
Frosh touch grid
of his chief
is Paul
Claudon, a demon casaba toter
now a soph at the Bronc corrall.

. . . IncidentallySpokaneis as an... center
other
and
on
...
smartest
on
Prep
as a quarterback
... Wally team
Carroll went to
a 215.. .
old pigskin
now captains a
an/1
team . . .
opponents

ising sophomores.

'SroS

—

Mary's, who lost to CaliLos Angeles, Calif. (Special.) was St.
fornia,
30
to 7, the Gales' Worst
Tom Lieb, Ringmaster of the
licking in many reasons.
Loyola Lions, is having a hard
time finding the silver lining in
San Francisco, Willamette and

widespread interest is the annual set-to of the Eagles from
Boston College and Pop Warner's
Owls from Temple. The Eagles
have their best team since 1928
when they were Eastern champions. Temple, on the other hand,
must depend on a crew of prom-

would never score a touchdown.
Dear Vince O'Keefe, the blond terror of the Times' Sport The
ball carriers cannot gain
sheet (in particular) :
ground, no matter how clever they
In answer to your three paragraphs in Timer column may be, if the opponents are not
out of the path of the runlast Thursday as to whether this year's Gonzaga High out- sliced
ner, whereas a good blocking
fit could whip last season's (that's the 1936 bunch) Garfield
eleven, had they met.
If the Timer remembers correctly, Garfield was soundly
thrashed by a three-play aggregation in the personage of the
Queen Anne Grizzlies. Also it is well to remember that the
Lakeside Lions tied the Eastside eleven only to trek to Spokane and be the recipients of a 12-to-0 setback by Gonzaga's
third team. Not because we hail from Seattle Prep or anything, but it is our unbiased opinion that the Panthers in
top form could more than hold their own against the Bulldogs. Why ?
Simply because the Prep played two of the strongest
JOE 11UDMCK
teams in the state, Gonzaga and Bremerton, and did fairly team can gain ground consistently
well against the Bullpups and even outplayed the Wildcats with mediocre ball carriers.
in the Navy town. Could Garfield have accomplished a feat IngThe fundamental idea of blockis to obstruct an opponent
like that? The only thing that kept the Bulldogs from being away from
the play or ball, with
snowed under was their wonderful line blocking and two fine the body or some part of the body
ends. No team in this city could or can boast of a magnifi- without using hands or arms.
are many types of blocks
cent punter like Joe Merrick now enrolled at the College. There
and they are executed in many
Wally Carroll's screaming bullet and distance passes will not different ways, depending upon
the purpose of the block, its rebe shadowed for many moons.
lationship to the play and the
Give these Gonzaga boys one full day of acclimation in this type
of opponent.
city and jsut watch those boys ramble. If the Bullpups apThe following are the different
peared ragged at times when they showed last week don't types of blocking:
check,
forget that a train ride from Spokane to Seattle is quite a Shoulder, cross-body,
hip, combination leg and body,
jaunt for twenty-five wild-eyed kids full of the old ginniger.
knee and armpit and double

sorrow this week as they looked
back on their opening games ot
1937.
The seven standout independents Santa Clara, Gonzaga, San
Francisco,, Loyola, Portland, Willamette and St. Mary's got an
even break in three games with
Coast conference foes while a
fourth contest saw Loyola swamp
California Tech, 28 to 0.

THE
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This morning at 10 o'clock the not yet been held, the members
Seattle College Mendel Club holds are looking forward to their cusits initial meeting of the year. tomary fall and spring banquet.
The Mendel Club is one of the
leading organizations of the
school composed of those taking
pre-mediCB or nursing courses.
The purpose of the club is to proEditors, business managers,
mote activity and interest in the
■eporters, and all officials of
lines of medicine.
At present the club is composed
he Spectator staff will please
"eport to the press office in
of about thirty-five members.
This year's officers of the organi"oom 37 during the activity
jeriod from 10 a. m. on Thurszation are: William Carr, presilay or Friday, October 7 or 8.
dent; Betty Tobin, vice-president;
Ernest Tardif , secretary, and
As yet the staff is still unStephen Wood, treasurer.
ivieldly and must be organized
The Mendel Club held meetings
nto an efficient group to faciltwice monthly last year. The
itate the semi-monthly publishmeetings were alternately held at
ment. All must report to get
;heir assignments and learn
noon and in the evening. At each
of the evening meetings the club
;heir work in putting out this
had as its guest some prominent
students' spokesman. This
physician or surgeon who gave a
rear the paper will be an enlecture on some suitable subject.
Lire student paper with all
This year's hopes for the Menwork done only by the studel Club are high. It is expected
lents. This will.be impossible
that the number of its members
vithout full cooperation of all
will be at least doubled. Though
staff members.
the first meeting of the year has

OFFICIAL

Instructors

In the throngs of eager students
crowding the corridors in the rush

Instructors From Far
And Near Join Staff
Of Seattle College

The 1937-1938 Faculty of Seattle college has been augmented
by the addition of six new instructors. Their names and a brief summary of their past experience follows.
The Rev. Francis Logan, S.J. ;
teacher at Seattle prep 1926-'3O;
1930-34 teacher at University of
I.cm vain in Belgium; principal at
Seattle prep 1935-37.
Mr. Paul Luger, S.J. ; studied at
Los Gatos four years; took Philosophy at Saint Michael; teacher
of physics at Seattle prep 1936-37.
The Rev. Francis McGarrigle,
S.J.; received M.A. at Gonzaga
and Ph.D. at Rome;* teacher of
chemistry and minerology; also
one year Theology in Belgium.
The Rev. Anthony Spinner, S.J.;
teacher at Loyola university, Seat♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥»
tle prep, and Seattle college. Atthe
tended Alma college, 1934-36.
Came to Seattle college in 1937.
Miss H. Werber; attended University of Washington, completing
Ph.D. course there, also a proCurriculum,
fessor of Zoology. Has been teaching sixteen years.
Mr. D. Murray; attended the
New York, N. V. (ACP) A covering two years' work are
new college curriculum to which planned for upper classes and University of Washington, majorthe experience of sixteen major there will be provision for inde- ing in Physiology.
colleges and universities has con- pendent work under tutorial guitributed, goes into effect this fall
at Hofstra College, according to
The new system, according to
Provost Rufus D. Smith, of New Provost Smith, follows the newer
A new wave of harmony is
York University.
trend toward the broad English
about
to invade the college. A
At Hofstra, which is the Uni- type of training as opposed to the
"Swing Quartet" of four goldversity's Long Island affiliate, to highly specialized German type
en-voiced songbirds is rehearsa greater extent, perhaps than in popular in pre-war days.
ing
a repertoire of rhythmical
any other college, ordinary acaHofstra's graduates will be prearrangements which will, no
will be pared to face life more realisticdemic departments
scrapped. For example, there will ally, he believes, as a result ol doubt, attain great public fame.
The four swingmen are, by
be no departments of economics, their integrated education.
name, Gene "The Gent" Masociology and politics.
ruca, Gordon "Smiler" McInstead there will be merely a
Washington, D. C. (ACP)
Eacheron, Jack "Swingtime"
in
science,
division of social
The National Youth Administra- Archibald, and Tony or lately
running
which six basic courses
tion will spend 20 million dollars
Daigle.
in sequence from freshman to se- during this school year to help known as "Curly"
correlate
all
three
year
nior
will
220,000 students earn an educaof the conventional depart- tion. This is an increase over
ments.
last year's allotment of 28 million
Comprehensive ex a minations
dollars for 310,000 students.
Every state will share in the
student aid funds and several special funds have been created.
College aid allotments now beAnne McKinnon, Clifton Buck,
AM, MAKESAX
ing forwarded are expected to ap- and Ed Mayoski, former students,
BTUJJENT PRICES
proximate $10,700,000. Employ- left October 1 for Sacramento,
ment quotas for colleges will be California, where they will act as
about 80,000.
Seattle delegates at the Third OrThis year, graduate students der of St. Francis convention.
have been eliminated from direct They will be one week in Califorstudent aid. A college may, how- nia, spending three days in San
ever, at its discretion, allot a por- Francisco.
tion of its funds to graduate stuMiss McKinnon has been very
dents.
active in the Third Order, as well
A special fund of $70,000 has as the girls' club and debate and
been set up to aid Negro gradu- dramatic clubs at college.
ate students in states which do
C lnc not offer advanced courses for

From

Associated Collegiate Press
New

—
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Federal Aid

"SwingQuartet"

—

S. C. Student at
Third Order Meet
In California

c. w.
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Negroes.
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The allotments are made to
schools and colleges for discretionary division.
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guarantee that this, yonr i«i»c«'r and representative
Spectator can !>«■ caiThil on

Subscribe NOW to your

Seattle College Spectator
50c per Quarter
Seattle College, Room 37

Broadway and E. Madison

PATRONIZE
OUR
ADVERTISERS
Advertisers are not "charity givers." They do not
give their hard-earned money for nothing. They
rightly expect something in return. They expect
the students to patronize their place of business.
Without the support of the advertisers this paper
would be unable to continue publication.
So show your appreciation; show your Seattle
College spirit!

Kickof f Hop Will
Be Staged October 16
At Inglewood Club

Patronze Your Advertisers

sartorially

splendiferous

So many were there
in this- autumnal Easter parade,
that to be merely "well dressed"
drew little attention. One must
be especially resiplendent in some
novel or cunning garb to merit a
second look. So it remained for
Mr. Robert Richards, quiet, sardonic, to carry off top honors.
gentlemen.

Always

a smart, up to the minute

Candy Stand
Proves Profitable

Alumnitems
A Grad Looks at His Fellow Grads
By 808 SMITH
As busy as the one-armed forty different reasons why Triton
paperhanger is the class of 1937. is the best.
If you don't think so, just try to
Harold Daubenspeek has eninterview one of them.
tered Marquette medical school
Take Peggy Dougherty, for in- and is enthusiastically disecting
stance. She lives in Seattle, has everything that comes his way.

an office in Everett, but is sel-

dom in either place. Peg is do-ing
social service Work and takes care
of any number of families which
she must call on regularly.
Vivian Crenna is working at
Kaufer's. You know, that store
that handles rosaries, prayer
books, and all sorts of Catholic
moderately priced.
supplies,

—

(Paid adv.)
Phil Hargreaves left for Georgetown several weeks ago to pursue
the study of law. Bob Smith and
Leo Duffy are doing likewise at
the University of Washington.

I Just phone Joe Dobler. He
says his mother is away and he's
keeping house for his sister. "My
back is killing me," moaned Joe,
"I just finished a big washing.
I've got to find a job before I'm
worn to a frazzle."
Ed Schade left last night for
San Francisco to seek his fortune.
He promised to keep us informed.
As the frbsh are undoubtedly
aware, Helena Brand is teaching
Comp. I at dear old S. C. Una
Danaher is working for her teacher's certificate and Herb Conyne
is taking more chemistry looking ahead to a master's degree in
his chosen field.
Seattle secretarial school claims
Helen McDonald, Margaret Guest,
and Mary Francis O'Connell, all
of whom expect to be ready soon
to "take a letter, please."

—

-
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The number of students enrolled
under the provisions of the Federal Emergency Relief administration has increased materially over
that of last year, despite the general reduction of funds allocated
to schools in th!s district, F. A.
Walterskirchhen, treasurer, announced yesterday. Although most
schools suffered a reduction of
enrollees, Seattle college, because
of Its tremendous increase in
registration, gained in funds for
student relief.
This is because
the basis for allocation of funds
was changed from the enrollment
of October, 1934, to that of October, 1936, and although general
reductions were made, the tremendous growth of the college
more than made up for it. FERA
aid is given to students between
the ages of 16 and 25 who are absolutely unable to attend school
otherwise.

fashion plate, Mr. Richards last
week threw consternation into the
ranks of the well-dressed by appearing in a creation that was
half sweater, half jacket, with
cunning inserts of sharkskin fore
and aft. (Fashion experts please
note.) Everywhere students stopOne wouldn't need to be a Sherped him to examine this unique lock Holmes to locate the candy
garment and to inquire about de- stand these days.
Simply look
tails.
for the most congested place, and
lo! there is the candy stand in
But alas and alack-a-day! Even the
midst of It. According to
such fame as this has its pitfalls. Frances Sullivan, this venture has
Mr. Richards admirers, every one, been very profitable and the future
eagerly came close and felt of the look* promising.
In fact, the only one who seems
material so that soon he had to
at all disillusioned about it is Paul
doff the garment, now greasy and McLane, head of the English dewrinkled, to save it from utter partment, who climbs upon the
ruin. "Shucks," says he, "who do soap box to declaim as follows:
Who
they think I am, Lindbergh? I'll "I think it is outrageous!
would have thought that the day
bring a sheaf of samples next
would come when Seattle college
time." Excelsior, Mr. RichaTds, ex- girls would have to sell sweetness
other, than their own!"
celsior.

Peggy Dougherty, June graduate of Seattle college, has been selected with Paul O'Connell, of
Chancellor, as co-chairmen of
the forthcoming Chancellor "Kiskoff Hop," scheduled for Saturday
evening, October 16, at the Inglewood Golf and Country club.
A number of graduates and
former students of the college are
now actively associated with the
organization. Bill McClaire, Mary
Francis O'Connell, Leo Duffy,
Margaret Guest and Carl RobinMOlti; ABOUT GRADS
son are among those interested.
Bob Tobin is coaching football
"Chancellor is a grand organization for college grads," accord- and teaching three history classes
ing to Miss Dougherty. "It's the at Marquette high in Yakima. Bob
Conone place Where we can all get to- won his first game, 12-0.
"
gether and renew college friend- gratulations!
taking
Margaret Peabody is
ships."
at
Orchestra for the dance on the graduate work in social service
Francisco.
Mountain
in
San
Lone
Royal
sixteenth wil be the
Guardsdoing the same
men. Tickets may be obtained Angela Young is
from Betty Williams, Anne Me- at Washington.
Frank Taylor is working in a
Kinnon, Pat Meeker, or from the
Union
oil station and can tell you
bookstore.

Religious Gifts
KAUFER CATHOLIC
SUPPLY CO.

lihii 2ikl

MAIn 4178
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9 PROGRAMS. TICKETS, TALLIES and FAVORS.
COMMERCIAL PRINTING AND PUBLISHING.

Joe Quinn has gone to the
news department of the Seattle
Times and shows great promise of
i
being an ace correspondent.
Jimmy Rothstein is looking foij
work— and he wants everyone to
know it. He has an offer of work
in New York, but would rather
in Seattle.
If you want something sweet,
see Dorothy Burman. She's working in Frederick's candy department.
And as for the rest of them,
you'll have to find out for yourself. I can't keep track of them.
stay

Science of
THE TIMES
—

—

(ACP)
The sun is a weakling when compared to stars of its own type, research at Harvard Observatory
has disclosed.
Dr. William A. Calder's work
gives the first indication scientists
have had that the sun is "under
par." Very accurate measurement of the sun's stellar brightness is important, it seems, since
the sun is used by astronomers
as a unit for measuring the energy
and brightness of more distant
bodies.
The moon, on the other hand,
was found to be slightly brighter than had hitherto been believed.
The new photoelectric value
for the visual magnitude of the
sun is four-tenths of a magnitude
less than the value accepted as a
standard up to now. The moon's
new brightness is eleven-hundiedths of a magnitude more than
the value generally adopted.
Cambridge,

Mass.

CONSTITUTION OF ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS OF SEATTLE
COLLEGE
We. the student* of Seattle <'..!lege, In order to provide an organization for the control of matters

nf griniral student concern, do orthe foilowlnK
dain and establishby-laws.
constitution and
ARTICLE I
Membership

Section 1. The name of this organization shall b« the Associated

Students of Seattle College.
Section 2. All undergraduate ntudints of Seattle College, In residence, who have completed their
registration, and are carrying work
to the equivalent of six college
hours, shall be Ipso facto members
of this Association.
Section 3. No person who is not
an active member of this Association shall be permitted to become a
member of any student organization
or to take part In any student activity under the control of the Association.
ARTICLE II
Section 1. The officers of this
Association shall be a president,

vice-president, secretary,

.

treasurer,

and sergeiint-at-arms, all of whom
shall be chosen from among the
undergraduates.

Section 2. The president shall
preside at all meetings of the AsMoclatlon and shall be an ex-officlo
member of all temporary, special
committees. He shall perform the
usual duties pertaining to his office and shall be the official representative of the Association.
He shall make all appointments
with the approval of the Advisor)
Board, to chairmanships and other
such policy determining positions
of all special activities under the
control of the Association for which
no other method of filling these
positions is provided in this constitution or by-laws.
If the Advisory Board fails to accept three successive appointments
for a given position, the president
may take the appointment directly
to the Association and if here his
candidate is approved by a twothirds vote of those voting, that
appointment shall stand, notwithstanding any objections of the Advisory Board to the contrary.
In such Instances as the nature
of the business to be transacted by
the committee in question Is other
than the formulation of plans for
a social function, the president may
appoint the entire committee and
such action will not need approval
of the Advisory Board to become
effective.
A candidate for the presidency
must be a male student with 110
college credits at the commencement
of the quarter in which the regular
annual election is held, and shall
have the intention of graduating
the following spring. He must have
bet-n an active member of the Association for at least on full scholastic year preceding such election.
Section 3. The vice-president shall
assume the duties of the president
during the temporary absence of
that officer.
The position shall be open to
members of all classes.
Section 4. The secretary shall
keep records of all proceedings of
the Association and Advisory Board
and shall be custodian of all records
belonging to the Association, and
shall perform such other duties as
usually pertain to the office of sec-

.

by-laws and shall decide all questions arising from this
constitution and by-laws. It may
instigate proceedings by itself or
on the complaint of others. Its
decisions shall be considered as
final and binding on the Association. The Hoard shall elect a chairman from among Its members, who
shall present the decisions of the
Board and shall be responsible for
a record of the Board's actions.
No person holding an elective office In the Association is eligible
for membership on this Hoard and
no member of the Board Is eligible
to run for an elective office.

stitution and

ARTICLE lit

Elections
Section 1. The president, vice-president, secretary, treasurer, sergeantat-arms, and other members of the
Advisory Board shall be elected on
the second Friday In May and shall
hold office for one year. Nominations for these offices shall be made
at an Association meeting on the
tlrst Friday In May. The faculty
moderator of the Association shall
be appointed by the president of
the College.
Section 2. The officers enumerated In Section 1 of this Article
shall assume their duties at the
first meeting following their election.
Section 3. The Judicial Board
members shall be appointed by the
Advisory Board within the first
month of the fall quarter.
Section 4. All elections shall be
conducted by the Advisory Board
in accordance with the rules provided in the by-laws.
Section 5. No student who has
not been an active member of the
Association during at least two
quarters preceding an election is
eligible to receive an elective office
at

that election.

inal signers.
Section 2. Any act of an officer,
committee, or organization existins
under this constitution may be repealed or amended by a two-thirds
majority vote of the members present at any meeting of the Associa-

tion.

HY-L.AWM

ARTICLE 1
Rules of Order
Section 1. Robert's Rules of Order shall govern the Association in
all cases where they are applicable
and In which they are not Inconwith the constitution or
sistent
other by-laws of this Association.
ARTICLE II

Activities
Section 1. The Association shall
have control of such activities as
properly come under its Jurisdiction.

Section 2. A paper to be known
as the Seattle College Spectator
shall be published by the Association.
The editor-in-chief and business
manager shall be elected by the
Spectator staff at the conclusion
of the spring quarter, and shall assume office with the first issue of
the fall quarter. Each shall be
chosen from a group of not less
than three nor more than five can-

didates nominated by the Spectator
moderator. Each shall select his
own staff and shall hold his position for the period of one scholastic
year. A special election may be
held whenever a vacancy occurs in

cither of these two positions.
A yearbook shall be
Section 3.
published annually, and shall have
its policy determining positions
filled In the same manner as provided for the Spectator In Section
2 of this Article.
ARTICLE 111

-

Elections
Section 1. All elections of this
tion
Association shall be conducted according to the following rules:
ARTICLE IV
(1) The Advisory Board shall deDues
Section 1. The dues of the indi- termine during what, hours the polls
vidual members of this Association shall remain open, and shall have
shall be determined by the faculty published In the College paper noof Seattle College and shall be pay- tice of voting hours, and shall have
notice posted at least seven
able on the date of registration. such
The fund thus raised shall be super- days prior to the election.
(2) There shall be at all times
vised by the faculty.
Section 2. Each student on com- one inspector, one ballot distribupleting his registration shall be is- tor, and one clerk, all appointed by
sued his Association card, which the Advisory Board, present at the
polls.
Section 9. No student shall hold
two elective offices in this Associasimultaneously.

card will signify his membership
(Registration
(3) The clerk shall keep an ofIn the Association.
shall be considered complete when ficial poll book containing the
a student is admitted to class and names of all eligible voters, which
his class cards are given his Instruc- must be certified by the registrar
tors.)
of the College. No one shall be alto vote whose name does not
Section 3. A savings account, re- lowed
quiring the joint signatures of the appear on the certified list, or who
president, treasurer, and moderator, cannot otherwise identify himself
for withdrawal, shall be maintained as an eligible voter.
(4) A specially prepared ballot
under the name of the Associated
Students of Seattle College.
shall be given each voter by the
distributor, and the ballot
ballot
by
money
Section 4. The
raised
special authorization of the Associa- shall be received from no other
source.
purposes
tion shall be used for all
(5) The ballot form shall be that
which the Association shall deem
worthy and necessary.
of the Australian ballot.
(6) Where there are two or more
Section 5. The treasurer of the
Association shall make a full and to be elected, and the voter casts
detailed statement of the financial his vote for less than the number
condition .of the Association at the to be elected, that portion only of
end of each quarter, and copies his ballot shall be void.
(7) No electioneering shall be
shall be given to the president of
the College, the dean, the treasurer conducted within an area around
College,
secretary
of
the
Asof the
the polls to be decided by the insociation, and to the College paper spector.
publication.
secretary
for
shall
The
voter has cast his balfile this statement with the other lot,(8) When a sign
he must
the poll book to
records of the Association.
certify that he has cast his ballot.
(9) The ballots shall be counted
retary.
ARTICLE V
Meetings
by the election officials in the presThe position shall be open to
Section 1, Regular meetings of ence of the Advisory Board aa soon
members of all classes.
this Association shall be held as the polls are closed, and the reSection 5. The treasurer shall monthly during the scholastic year. sults shall be posted as soon as the
have charge of all money raised by Section 2. Special meetings may counting is completed.
special authorization of the Asso- be called by the president, by any
(10) A plurality of votes shall be
ciation. He shall be ready to give a two officers of this Association, or
to elect officers of this
treasurer's report to the Associa- by twenty-five per cent of the mem- sufficient
tion at all times.
bers of this Association, upon ap- Association.
2.
Members of the JudiSection
to,
permisand with the
The position shall l>e open to plication,
cial Board shall be selected by the
sion of the dean of the College.
members of all classes.
Advisory
according to the
Board
Section 6. The sergeant-at-arms
ARTICLE VI
following process:
shall preserve order at all meetings
Vacancies
(1) Two weeks following the comof the Association and Advisory
Section 1. Should a vacancy oc- mencement of the fall quarter a
Board.
cur in the office of president, vice- notice shall be placed on the ColThe position shall be open to president, secretary, treasurer, ser- lege bulletin board stating that
members of all classes.
geant-at-armß, or on the Advisory written examinations for positions
shall be filled by on the Judicial Board will be given
Section 7. A body to be known Board, the same
as the Advisory Board shall consist a temporary appointment of the one week later at a specified time
Advisory
Board. Within a month and place.
of the vice-president, secretary,
treasurer, sergeant-at-arms, a mod- after such appointment the Advisory
(2) The subject matter of such
erator appointed by the president Board shall declare a special elec- examination shall be such as to deof the College, and three represen- tion governed by the rules provided termine the applicant's knowledge
tatives from the senior class, three hereinafter.
of this constitution and by-laws.
representatives from the junior
Section 2. Similarly, should a It shall be prepared secretly by the
class, and three representatives vacancy occur on the Judicial Board remaining
of the Judicial
the the same shall be filled by a tem- Board andmembers
from the sophomore class,
the actual examination
representatives to be elected by the porary appointment of the Advisory shall be supervised by a member
Association for the period of one Board from among the unsuccessful of the Advisory Board appointed by
year. The Board shall elect a chair- candidates at the last examination, the chairman of the Advisory Board
man from among its members.
choice to be made in order of rank. for. that purpose.
Section S. It phall be the duty Within a month after such appoint(3) The examination papers shall
of the Advisory Board to take ment a special examination shall be graded by the remaining memcharge of all elections and in gen- be given as provided hereinafter. bers of the Judicial Board. The
eral to consider the welfare of the
ARTICLE VII
candidate, or candidates, if more
Impeachment
students of the College and to bring
than one position is to be filled,
questions
before the students
Section 1. Any officer of this receiving
all
the highest rating shall
when it shall seem advisable. It A -■.■-di.it p. ii. elective or appointive, be appointed by the Advisory Board
shall meet at least once previous may be impeached for official mis- to the Judicial Board.
to each meeting of the Association conduct," at any meeting of the AsARTICLE IV
for the preparation of business, at sociation. A two-thirds vote cast
Adoption
which time all lobbyists shall be by secret ballot shall be necessary
allowed to present matters before to remove an officer from his posiSetion 1. The foregoing constiby-laws
tution and
to which this
the Board. All proposals and re- tion.
including appropriations,
article is appended shall be the
quests,
VIII
ARTICLE
Mupreme documentary Instrument
here presented, shall in turn be preAmendments
for the Associsented hy the chairman at the folSection 1. This constitution may of self-government Seattle
College
ated
Students of
lowing Association meeting.
following
be amended In the
man- and shall
any previous
supeicede
The Board shall make no recom- ner only:
by-laws
and
of
the
Asconstitution
(1) The proposed amendment
itself
mendations but shall concern
with the preparation of business shall be signed by at least ten per sociation.
'Section 2. This constitution shall
for action at the following Associa- cent of the members of this Assocition meeting. The Board shall se- ntion and presented to the secre- become effective immediately upon
adoption,
except:
of
the
necessary
any
tary
writing
by
and
inin
one
any
cure
useful
formation concerning the business signers. The secretary shall pre(1) Article 3, Section 1, .of the bythe
names
question.
in
sent the amendment and
laws, In which the phrase "ExecuConfirmation of presidential ap- of the signers to the Association at tive Committee" shall be inserted
succeeding
regular
meet- wherever the phrase "Advisory
pointments shall form a part of the the next
ing of the Association.
Board's report.
T.oard" now appears. (This clause
(2) Notice of the meeting, with shall become obsolete Immediately
Section 9. A body to be known
of
amendment
}he
following election of officers for
as the Judicial Board shall be com- a full statement
prised of three members: one junior, and the names of the signers shall the 1937-193S term.)
than seven days
one senior, and one sophomore. Each be posted not less
(2) Article 3, Section 2, subsecshall be chosen durinfi his sophomore previous to the meeting.
3, of the by-laws, in
(3) Voting shall be by ballot and tions 2 and phrase
year for a period of a three— year
which the
"committee
term. (Fur the initial establishing of a favorable vote of two-thirds of appointed by the Advisiory Board"
this body, one sophomore, one jun- those voting shall be necessary for shall be Inserted wiierevar the
adoption
of the amendment.
ior, and One senior shall be ■elect- the
phrase "the remaining members of
(4) Amendments shall take efed. This clause, between brackets,
Board" now appears.
the
shall become obsolete immediately fect immediately upon passage by (ThisJudicial
clause shall become obsolete
following establishment of the Judi- the required vote.
immediately
following .establish<">) Upon adoption of an amendcial Hoard at the commencement of
ment of the Judicial Board In the
the fall quarter, 1937). The posi- ment to the constitution in accord- tall quarter,
1937.)
t inns shall lie filled by those ranking ance with the provisions of this
Section 3. Full faith and credit
highest in an examination covering article, the secretary shall add It
to the constitution under the head shall be accorded all nets performed
this constitution and by-laws.
The Judicial Board shall require of an amendment, stating date of under any previous constitution of
all officer! to comply with this con- passage, and tin- names of the orig- this Association.
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